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January 17th 2014:Choice Revolution and Success
Revolution
Everything we do in life begins with the same starting point.
That is, life always starts with choice. Rico Racosky: Choice
Expert shares how we have been conditioned to
UNCONSCIOUSLY overlook the ENORMOUS power of our
choices and how to harness the power of our CONSCIOUS,
positive choices to transform our lives from challenges and
adversity into the EXTRAORDINARY lives we desire by starting
our own Choice Revolution. In 1937 Napoleon Hill started the
Success Revolution and was among the “trinity” of HillCarnegie-Peale who initiated the personal growth and
success movements. Now nearly 80 yea
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Featured Guests
Don Green
As the Executive Director of the Napoleon Hill Foundation, Don Green has energized
the works of the famed author with a host of new books by noted authors
demonstrating how the principles of the late Mr. Hill work to advance the individual in
network with others around the globe. He has demonstrated unique determination to
expand knowledge of Mr. Hill's motivational work the world over. But, moreover, Don is a
new global social entrepreneur. He has become one of the leading evangelists of
entrepreneurial self-help through the proper utilization of Mr. Hill's Keys to Success and
Think and Grow Rich. He is accepting of nontraditional ideas, change, and foresight
tempered and bounded only by p
Read more

Guest Image

Rico Racosky
A motivational choice expert for over 25 years, Rico Racosky has condensed ALL of life
for EVERY person on the planet into one simple key phrase: “Just 2 Choices.” Yes, life
IS that simple. Find out how saying this simple “Just 2 Choices” phrase at any moment
in your day can IMMEDIATELY open wide the door to positive personal growth in any life
area—be it health, wealth, relationships, career or life journey. Legendary success
expert Jack Canfield, co-author of Chicken Soup for the Soul series says, “Rico has
simplified the entire process of self-development with his brilliant, breakthrough
concept of Just 2 Choices.” Do you feel “stuck” in some area of your life? Rico will show
how you are
Read more
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